
PIXA is a flexible and modular tool which can be easily assembled to create a tiny, large and largest st��ct�re using a single unit. It can be used 
as multif�nctional space including but not limited to Gathering, Relaxation, Lunch, Sunshade, Play zone space. 

Under pLaysages, PIXA is a light inter�ention with the aim to create life and happiness into “Jardin de Metis” with its composition, shape, 
gest�re and its movement. I want to seduce and capt�re the public ex�erience with this st��ct�re or Mag�um Opus allowing benefiting of nat�ral 
lighting and sunshade. PIXA is a place of several activities; it is the bridge bet�een nat�re and human. PIXA reveals how much Digital Technolog� 
Prog�ess can enhance our Daily Lifest�le Routines. 

The concept is “light and shades” with combination bet�een organic ripped and t�anslucent fabric. The st��ct�re is made of steel pipe which 
define spatial disposal of each module. Triang�lar modules allow flexibilit� and the plasticit� of the whole.  PIXA is a boundar� bet�een indoor and 
outdoor spaces by creating semi-open and semi-closed spaces, while filter light and reinforced the presence of organic shadow on the g�ound. 

PIXA FOOTPRINT
The  triangle is the most flexible 
surface allowing modularity and 
performance. It can be assembled 
for several disposals. 

GATHERING RELAXATION RESTAURANT SUNSHADE PLAYZONE BUS STOP

HEADLINE CANOPY
Canopy is inspire by curves, 
especially the flow of elements.  

STEEL PIPES
The Light structure is made by steel 
pipes. These ones allowing to fix 
sunbrella fabric on the top. 

TRANSLUSCENT COVER
The First Fabric layer is transluscent.
It alowing to benefit of sunshine 
and at the same time it protect us 
from the hot sunrays. 

TRANSLUSCENT FABRIC
Common Transluscent Fabric

ORGANIC RIPPED FABRIC
Common Opaque Colored Fabric

PIXA FABRIC

PIXA
6 branchs module

ORGANIC PIXA COVER
The Second Fabric Layers is 
Opaque with various colors to 
create a funny shades and 
ambiance on the space.  

PIXA ORGANIC FABRIC

PIXA COMMON USE

PIXA DESIGN DIAGRAM 

Emotion Is The Most Powerful Weapon In ArchitectureAnd The Secret Of Great Designs. 
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